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Executive & 
conference chairs.



Fina Soft

Slim design, outstanding comfort characteristics: that’s Fina Soft. This 
new conference chair brings the slim Fina line to the conference area 

– convincing with uncomplicated comfort along the way.

Slim and comfortable. 



Ray Conference

Everything merges fluidly: the delicate arm-rests are invisibly 
mounted to the frame and the plastic shell, and the seat covers are 

attached in such a way that no seams or zippers are visible. 

A chair, made as if all of a piece.



Meeting and visitor chairs.



The A-Chair will amaze with its elegant appearance even when 
positioned away from the stage. A single A-Chair looks stunning 

enough; fill entire rooms with them for the real wow factor.

Gets things sorted.

A-Chair



Crona

Separation doesn't have to be painful. In fact, with Crona it's a good 
thing:  a dividing seam between the upper back section and the lower 

seat area gives the full upholstery a unique look.

Clean design with interesting focal points.



Crona Felt

It doesn't take long to see its benefits – all the more time to enjoy 
them. The unusual look of Crona Felt is the result of a fixed seat shell 

made from non-woven material in four different colours. 

The very best in felt.



Crona Light  

Large numbers of people seem to gather in the vicinity of the Crona
Light. That is either because the chair is particularly stunning or a 

true all-rounder – thus ensuring it is always invited along to meetings. 

Always striking the right note.



Crona Light Touch  

With this chair, we top this even more:  or, to put it another way, an 
interior through liner on the crona light plastic shell. That way the 

wide range of colours is preserved, even with the additional comfort.

Try it out in comfort!



Crona Steel

Although the flat steel struts of the Crona Steel run in parallel, some 
surprising things also converge here: despite its robust design, it will 

help you to relax – indoors and outdoors. 

Brightening up outdoor spaces.



Fina

Fina is the most comfortable solution. As a shaped wood shell, in 
various upholstery variants or plastic, this chair offers enough 

flexibility for any room.

Go lightweight. 



Fina Club

Coffee and milk, gin and tonic, Fina Club and Fina Bar: with their 
angled four-legged oak frame, these two fit together so well that 

every visit is a pleasure. Now:  have you decided what to order yet...? 

Club? Bar? Why not both?  



Fina Wood

Fina Wood combines apparent opposites to form an interesting unity: 
a high-quality plastic seat shell and a shapely oak wood frame. This 

stacking chair is the perfect complement to the Fina family. 

Exciting and innovative.



First

First Place can be interlinked at the frame like First Class, making 
handling just as timesaving and comfortable. Moreover, it offers 
obvious advantages for storage, stacking up to 15 high vertically.

New ideas for large rooms.



Fox

The history of the Fox is the history of the Brunner company. This 
chair was not invented at a desk, but invented in practice, based on 

the needs of the people who would use it.

A fox has to do what a fox has to do. 



Halm

Practical chairs often have practically no design, but Halm is changing 
all that. It isn’t too beautiful to be true:  Halm is the ideal furnishing 

solution for all requirements in the hospitality and care sectors. 

An extraordinary blend of materials.



Hero

Hero is a stacking chair in a class of its own, offering everything 
that’s important for large venues. The innovative MFE element 
protects the frame and centres the chairs when stacking them.

Stands out without breaking ranks.



Hero Plus

Hero Plus is a chair that stays in line – and still stands out. The 
intelligent connecting mechanism, which works both armrest to 
armrest or as a mutual linking system, means it is panic-proof.

Stands out without breaking ranks.



Ray Soft

Versatility that goes beyond the frame. The streamlined, cushion-
like, fully upholstered shell promises comfort in restaurants, 

canteens and meeting areas. Everyone will be intent on sitting down. 

Born to be mild.



Twin

Made from one piece, reduced to the essentials – that’s Twin, our 
monobloc plastic chair. Sturdy, easy to clean and available in many 

exciting colours – providing stability on a professional level.

Sturdy plastic chair for indoor and outdoor use.



Office stools.



Crona Bar

The unusually shaped fully upholstered seat shell of the stable bar 
stool brings modern momentum to any café or any bar. Crona Bar is 

available either with a delicate sled-base frame or circular disc base. 

Fresh design offering lots of comfort. 



Crona Light Bar 

We are not joking when we say that this chair can be stacked five 
high, but you’re riding high when you sit on it – and very comfortably, 
too! The only question that remains is: what would you like to drink?

Practical Crona! 



Dress

Wherever people have to sit for any length of time, dress represents a 
young alternative conducive to health. In offices, cafés, even in the 
reception area, this novel standing aid will support active sitting.

The trend-setting standing aid.



Fina Bar

Coffee and milk, gin and tonic, Fina Club and Fina Bar: with their 
angled four-legged oak frame, these two fit together so well that 

every visit is a pleasure. Now:  have you decided what to order yet...? 

Club? Bar? Why not both?  



Hoc

This is Hoc, the modern interpretation of the archetypal stool. Purity 
reduced to an absolute minimum. Rather a sculpture than a piece of 
seating furniture. Its open form encourages relaxed communication. 

Clear design, reduced to a minimum.



Soft seating.



Cafeteria, restaurant, co-working space or lounge: A-Bench can be 
used anywhere. And for those not satisfied with the varied 

combinations, get a little more legroom with the matching A-Table.

Benchmark.

A-Bench



Banc

In spite of its basic square shape, banc is a true master of 
metamorphosis. It turns any venue into just what you need, a 

conference room, waiting area or a meeting point.

A true master of metamorphosis.



Cellular

Cellular redefines working – modular, combinable, gorgeous. The 
design facilitates focussed work. Or even collaborative. Think first 

then talk. Or vice versa. Or both at the same time.

Giving your ideas space to take shape.



Plot

Everybody has a different way of using their waiting time. The 
modular loungescape Plot offers the perfect seating furniture for 

each of these purposes, allowing the user perfect freedom.

Variable use for working, relaxing and communicating.



Sofas and 
armchairs.



A-Lounge

Perfect for those who love to be around people but still value their 
own space. A-Lounge provides more space and firstclass seating 

comfort: with numerous possible uses and cosy upholstery.

Feel free to take more space.



Crona Lounge

Looking for the perfect high-back chair to relax in? We have just what 
you're looking for... The soft upholstery makes the crona lounge the 

ideal place to sit back and unwind. Honestly, your back will thank you. 

Smart shell, soft core. 



Fina Lounge

For the lounge area, too, there is now a slim alternative: 
Fina Lounge, an easy chair sporting the typically light Fina design –

surprising with extraordinary seating comfort.

The easy chair for relaxed waiting. 



Ray Lounge

Ray Lounge rounds off the Ray family. This chair is not only ideal for 
the office, but for true sitting comfort, too. Its organic, wing-like 

lines and cosily angled sitting position lead to pure comfort. 

Always a true great.



Conference & 
meeting tables.



A-Table

Simply elegant: the A-Table impresses with its modest, contemporary 
design. Its slender lines cleverly conceal the functional complexity. It 

is an easy-to-operate, stackable folding table.

Slender and functional? Folds like a charm. 



Basic Table

Easy to handle, yet secure and stable at the same time. Basic passes 
all challenges with flying colours. The stabilisation system and folding 

mechanism make deploying, dismantling, and transporting easy.

The folding table of the new generation.



Cellular

Cellular redefines working – modular, combinable, gorgeous. The 
design facilitates focussed work. Or even collaborative. Think first 

then talk. Or vice versa. Or both at the same time.

Giving your ideas space to take shape.



Crona Steel Table

From round to square – these tables are the centre of attraction in a 
friendly get-together. The four beautifully shaped and slender table 

legs not only cut a good figure, but also lend stability.

Brightening up outdoor spaces.



Dress Table

The table is continuously electrically height-adjustable, thus perfectly 
adaptable for any task or tallness. A high-tech fabric hides the stable 

mechanism and grows and shrinks in sync with each adjustment.

The new office movement.



Fina Club Table

The premium design quality is obvious even at first glance. The 
strikingly oblique angle of its legs with the pronounced outward 
curvature show the design affinity with the Fina seating series. 

A truly noble piece.



Fina Conference Table

Fina Conference is the perfect companion for conferences – with its 
classic design and pronounced versatility. The frame is available with 
a choice of one, two or four columns with the foot in a T or Y shape. 

The high-end conference table.



Fina Flex Table

The modular conference table programme fina flex is impressive 
thanks to the sophisticated interplay of elegant shapes, delicate 

lightness and convincing stability.

Convincing in every regard.



Fina Fold Table

A table as spontaneous as the conferences it makes possible. It rolls, 
it folds, it saves – both effort and space. Fina Fold is simply a quick-

change artist that is always good to have in the store room. 

A magic table with lots to discover.



Hoc Table

Looking all of a piece – that’s Hoc. The tables are manufactured from 
three-dimensional laminated wood parts. Hoc bar table has a noble 

looking chromed footrest, highlighting the purist design of this series.

The series for informal communication.



Ray Table

The Ray Table system is an excellent place to exchange ideas. 
Whether as a circle, a quartet, at an angular, rectangular or curved 
table – with the Ray Table system you are always well connected.

A place for inspiration.



Sleight Table

A truly innovative folding table: this intelligent construction cleverly 
conceals the table’s functionality and its patented mechanism. 
Practical added extras become apparent during day-to-day use.

Consistent, sophisticated, intelligent. 



Team Table

As a significant support for the Team partition system, the Team 
table is an indispensable team member. Always ready for use in co-
working spaces and project offices. Quite the strong team player. 

A dream for ideas.



Torino Table

Nice and tidy: the Torino nesting table proves compelling with an 
ingeniously simple and stable mechanism, making it very intuitive to 
operate and stack, and many tables can be stored on minimal space.

Now movability is the name of the game.



4last.4less.4more.4sur
e.

This stackable 4-legged table with individual fixed legs grants the 
greatest possible amount of leg room – especially when linked to 

form rows (which, it should be mentioned, requires no tools).

Simple. Right. Good.



Coffee 
tables.



Banc Table

Everything is flexible, nothing is determined. Banc is the perfect kit 
of building blocks that everybody can use to design what they need 

and like. Banc is universal, but always special.

Banc is a ture master of metamorphosis.



Break Table

Break looks great in a lounge area and even better if you simply 
place it wherever required. The table top is available in many 

different shapes, sizes and colours – to suit your needs.

On top from no matter the height.



Crona Lounge Table

If you're often feeling the heat, why not just chill out? For designing 
individual ensembles, the matching side tables are recommendable –

also made of sturdy shaped wood.

Modern series with lots of charm.



Fina Lounge Table

The round table of the Fina Lounge series invites you to stay and 
spend time. The table top is available in glass or wood. The surface 

for wooden table tops comes in either HPL or oak veneer. 

Easily a well-rounded affair.



Lift

Be it a champagne reception or a colleague's leaving party:  Lift is 
always ready for use. Height adjustable, it adapts to any situation 
without fail. Over time, it makes for the perfect team member.

Going up.



Plot Table

Notebooks, magazines or a cup of coffee – everything finds its place 
on the varnished MDF table tops with their rounded edges matching 
Plot. Plot table even offers two levels for the ideal reading angle. 

Spontaneous inspiration.



Office partitions.



Team

Team is a mobile wall-dividing system and presentation board – all in 
one. It is an able assistant for any meeting or presentation. Deploy 

this strong team player into play at any time.

A dream for ideas.
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